
 
 

*7* Layout Frustrations that will have YOU  

MAKING TRACKS to SOLUTIONS at TW TrainWorx … 

 

1. After five years of your best efforts on Your Model Railroad Empire, your 

Grandson asks, “Hey Grand Pop, are we EVER going to get to run trains?” 

 

2. Your new dream job requires relocating every few years and your dream layout 

was built like an unmovable boat in the basement … 

 

3. You finally have tracks down and the last power drop connected, so you throw 

the main power on and open up the throttles, your locos lurch forward three 

feet, stop, and every transformer is indicating a dead short. One look at the 

inverted spaghetti bowl under the table and you know it is not going to be a fun 

day … 

 

4. While you are mentally feeling like a kid in a candy store at every York meet you 

attend, your knees and spine are telling you that you are going to need some 

stronger backs to put your long planned layout in to that special space you have 

waiting at home! 

 

5. You’ve made a lifelong investment in quality trains that are special to you and 

finding the right collaborator to develop your personal model train layout 

experience should be an extension of the enjoyment you have had and not a 

chore that you settle for, just to get it done … 

 

6. Once upon a time, friends that shared the hobby would take turns working on 

each other’s layouts … and you are still waiting your turn … The Heart of TEXAS 

is also the heart of the good old USA, and that pretty much makes us friends and 

neighbors too! 

 

7. Your better half has made it clear that this is the final ultimatum … The endless 

work-in-progress that has been your train room for as long as anyone can 

remember now has a non-negotiable completion date or it reverts to family 

domain … 



 
 

For the answers to these and even more insurmountable challenges to your layout 

enjoyment expectations, call YOUR *Solution Focused Traingineers at TW TrainWorx 

(214) 634-2965 NOW! 

 

Your Traintastic-Train Layout Specialists, 

 

Dorcie & Roger Farkash aka Traindame & Chief Traingineer  

 

 

 

P.S. Seriously, we have the solutions to these *7* Frustrations, 

Call NOW (214) 634-2965 

 

 

Rick & Carole Rooney’s words: 

 

“TrainWorx has created in our layout for the first time, we 

believe, in S Gauge the ultimate layout possible in a twenty 

foot by twenty foot space that combines the play of train 

movement and the illusion of a transportation system. 

TrainWorx achieved this by combining the Legacy Control 

system with a track plan consisting of a double track 

basic loop disguised by forming it as a two level folded dog 

bone with an incredible blend of scenery, trestles, bridges and 

mountains. This has been complemented with a shorter automated end to end reverse loop and an 

outside “O” gauge loop for optional Thomas the Tank, Polar Express and Harry Potter trains. 

The subtle nuances of the scenery are still revealing  

themselves to us every time we look at the layout. The 

mountains are majestic yet unobtrusive and the trestles 

and bridges allow us to follow the extensive train action 

almost continuously. The artistic talent applied to this 

project has created a work that in total is a masterpiece 

that ranks as a museum level treasure. 

TrainWorx is really a providential gift to our hobby that needs 

to be taken advantage of by anybody who loves the hobby as 

much as we do.” 

 


